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hat a fantastic night the Cocktail Party was. 115 members and guests, dressed 

in their finery and the room abuzz with lively chatter. I think Ian was bowled 
over by having the upstairs room named in his honour although he did look a 
little perplexed when the unveiling was done and all he could see initially was 
the clock. The nameplate will be moved to a more obvious position soon but had 
to be where we could hide it. Congratulations to all who helped organise the 
event and may there be many more of them. 

In fact, there is! Not quite on the same scale but put the evening of 19th August 
in your diaries. We will have a jazz band, Trenella, putting on some great music 
with dancing if you wish and a light meal to sustain you throughout. Further 
details coming soon! 

On a more serious note, effective immediately, we no longer require members 
and visitors to be double vaccinated. It is impossible to police this now as we all 
adjust to living with Covid. Of course, we continue to encourage good hygiene 
and please stay away if you have symptoms and wear a mask if you feel it 
necessary. 

The Women’s Committee has proposed to the Board that the Club move forward 
on unifying and dissolve themselves at the next AGM.  The Board is looking at 
ways to achieve this. 

Well done to Loyce Davies and Ann Barron who represented the club in the 
Anita Linden Shield last week. The North Shore and Manly/Warringah Districts 
had a very good win of 257/190 against the Mitchell and Macquarie districts. 

Congratulations to Paul Ward-Harvey for producing the new club history and 
thank you to all those who contributed. If you have comments or corrections 
these may be sent to Paul no later than the end of June. Having the history 
available through the club website is invaluable although hard copies are also 
available. 

Speaking of the website, our new website has just been launched. It looks great. 
A huge amount of work has been done by Jeff Hole, in association with a 
professional web designer, James Cooper, from Refresh the Web. The new 
website will allow us to change photos and information more easily and 
hopefully you will think it is a brighter, cleaner presentation of our club and its 
activities. If you don’t look at the website then you are missing out on a 
continuous flow of information which will not necessarily be available 
elsewhere. Please let us know if you find any glitches! 

Because the website contains so much information,  I  am proposing to cut down 
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Proudly sponsored by  

DAUGHTERLY CARE 

Daughterly Care, call today 9970 7333 for all 
your in-home-care needs, providing in-home 
aged care services for over 22 years.  

 MOSMAN BOWLING CLUB 

President Jenny Hole invites you to the  

TWO DAYS 

Friday 8 July 

Monday 11 July 

 

3 BOWL TRIPLES—MEN / WOMEN / MIXED 

 

$3,540 Prize Money 

Carnival Convenors Harry Evans, 0438 218 498 & Caroline Duhigg, 0408 617 039 

 

 

Further details and entry form outside bowls office 



on the amount of information given at afternoon tea. We will continue to 
announce when new competitions are available to enter but we will no longer 
be reminding you of when your games need to be played. This is always on the 
club noticeboards and the website so please refer to these for details. Of 
course, we will continue with the fun bits like birthdays and social activities 
but the break should be for your enjoyment to relax with a cuppa and have a 
chat with your teammates. 

I received a letter from long time member Angie Boulton recently, advising 
that she is no longer able to play bowls and thus will not renew her 
membership. She is in good health except for a back problem.  We wish Angie 
and Peter well for the future and hope she is not too restricted in her many 
other activities. 

There have been quite a few enquiries about the new uniform. We have not 
hurried with this as Bowls NSW have advised that because many clubs have 
big stocks of existing uniforms they are not pushing for clubs to unify their 
uniforms at this stage. Nevertheless there is progress being made and further 
information will be passed on soon. If you have NOT ticked your preference for 
navy or royal blue the list is still on the board near the bowls machine but it 
will be taken down by the end of June. 

From the MWBC President . . .  continued from page 1 

What is the Mayor, Carolyn Corrigan, saying to our Patron, Ian Renton? 
The funniest answer will receive a small prize! Entries by 15th June to be emailed to the club.  



 
 

o, the Autumn that we hoped would offer warm sunshine, the golden glow of 
falling leaves and the crispness of early mornings was so often shrouded in steady 
rain and left our harbour city grey and sodden. Yes, we were frustrated that bowls 
had to be cancelled but it is good to remember that: “If we did not sometimes taste 
adversity, prosperity would not be so welcome”.  (Anne Bradstreet)  

Let us hope that in the coming months we are able to enjoy prosperity in our social 
bowls and the competitions and carnivals that are part of our calendar. Whilst 
Winter will invigorate us, Edith Sitwell also reminds us that “Winter is the time for 
comfort, for good food and warmth, for the touch of a friendly hand and for a talk 
beside by the fire: it is the time for home”. 

On that note of friendship and good conversation, the Directors have agreed to the 
suggestion from the social committee that on one Wednesday each month we 
extend our afternoon soiree to a very simple early dinner: sausages on the 
barbecue with onions and bread rolls in the warmth of our bowling home! Any 
member who wishes to linger on will need to indicate on the sheet that will be 
attached to the sign on sheet for Wednesday bowls.  Our first occasion is planned 
for Wednesday June 22. The cost is $6 pp. So, let us all gather for some friendly 
camaraderie on June 22 and see if we can make this a regular feature of our 
bowling calendar.     

Our ladies are reminded that if you are able to attend our annual luncheon on 
June 10 at The Oaks, please advise Gwen Gleichman by June 3 in order that we 
can inform The Oaks of the number attending.    

I am advising all members of the change in date of the AGM of Mosman Women’s 
Bowling Club. Please note for our diaries that the meeting is now being held on 
Saturday July 30.    

At the recent meeting of the Women’s Committee, we discussed the process of the 
unification of clubs at state level which was endorsed in 2021.  The question was 
posed regarding the ongoing implications for Mosman Women’s Club and the 
purpose for its continuing existence. Mosman Bowling Club operates and actually 
thrives as a very cohesive and integrated club and we considered there to be no 
point in maintaining the two club structure. There was unanimous agreement that 
we should put forward to the Board the resolution that MWBC be dissolved at the 
2022 AGM. The Directors agreed to accept the proposal. A resolution to this effect 
will accompany the notice for the meeting on July 30. I am most grateful to Paul 
Ward-Harvey who has had several discussions with the state officials and to Loyce 
Davis who has consulted at the district level. There are no impediments to the 
merger of our two clubs. I look forward to welcoming you all to, potentially, our 
final AGM on July 30 to celebrate the achievements of MWBC over the last 50 
years and to herald in a new direction for MBC. 

    (cont’d page 5) 
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Congratulations to Ann Barron and Loyce Davis who competed very creditably 
in the Anita Linden Shield at Harbord on Monday 16 May. 

Well done to Cathy Wilson and her team: Glenda Weerden (substitute), Gwen 
Gleichman & Margaret Gillies and to Judy Moyes and her team: Sue Buchanan, 
Gay Suters & Trish Tamaoki all of whom will be contesting the semi-final of the 
Ladies Fours championship.  

I am reminding us all to organise entries for the Club’s Annual Carnival on 8 & 
11 July and for those members eligible to play in the Greenhorn Competition 
that entries close for that event on 24 June.  

Whilst discussions have begun to determine a new uniform for our club, I 
thought that it was worthwhile reflecting on the laws that governed the wearing 
of uniform by NSWWBA in the early ‘90’s. 

WEARING OF UNIFORM (from the editorial May 1991) 

“The club president (or officer-in-charge of proceedings for the day) is 
responsible to see that the dress rules are adhered to. 

There is a large variety of frocks which may be worn, also skirts and shorts 
and culottes which must not be more than 38 centimetres from the ground 
with long sleeves, or short sleeves of not less than 10 centimetres underarm. 
Many bowlers are wearing their apparel very short and, as mentioned above, 
it is the duty of the club president to check hems and make sure they are 
correct, otherwise she must speak to the offending member. 

Hats may be removed at the conclusion of the day’s proceedings. They are 
optional for twilight (5.00p, start) and night bowls.  

With regard to jewellery, only plain white gold or yellow gold sleepers or 
studs for pierced ears are permissible. Bracelets or chains must not be worn, 
with the exception of medical necklets or bracelets. The wearing of chains and 
bracelets has been increasing and this should also be addressed by the 
president. 

Regarding handbags, it is preferred that either white or navy be used”. 

Thankfully, we have made significant progress in the last thirty years!! 

From the MWBC President . . .  continued from page 4 



At the April Board Meeting 
Finance 

Despite continuing cancellation of play days due to wet weather and recent downturns in 
the financial markets, the Treasurer is still hopeful we will break even by the end of the 
financial year.  

The Square system is operating very successfully and will now have a backup phone 
option in case the Internet goes down. 

As a way of offsetting losses due to bad weather, the Board has agreed that we will offer 
afternoon tea on Wednesdays and Saturdays regardless of whether we play or not. 
Supplementary activities are being investigated. 

Secretary 

The double vaccination policy was discussed and deemed no longer necessary, effective 
immediately but subject to review if circumstances change. 

Installation of solar panels will now commence following approval by Council.  

Congratulations were offered on the success of the Cootamundra trip. 

House/Functions 

GPS Bowls is back and will be played on the 3rd Sunday of the month from now until 
November. Dale McBean is the coordinator. 

There is a regular stream of enquiries about use of the club. 

The Board is unable to agree on whether the honour boards should be moved, removed, 
replaced or left as they are. We are also looking at replacing the tables and possibly the 
chairs in the clubhouse. The tables are very heavy and it is unfair to ask our members to 
move them but we need the flexibility to do so on occasion. To assist us we are seeking 
advice from the designer of the renovations on both the furniture and the honour boards. 

Bowls 

The Waterman’s is proceeding well and all club competitions are proceeding to schedule 
despite the inclement weather. 

The Board confirmed that times for Friday Mufti Bowls is 2pm during winter and 4pm 
during daylight saving. George Lindsay is the coordinator, however, he is going away for 
ten weeks and a replacement is being sought. 

Membership 

Membership stands at 183 which is less than the Board would like and attracting new 
members continues to be important.  

The UA3 coaching program has been a great success and there are seven potential 
members at the end of the course. Congratulations to Robyn Novakovic and the coaches 
who have given up their time for this valuable exercise. 

The Introduce a New bowler event also has healthy numbers and we look forward to the 
outcome. 



At the April Board Meeting (cont’d) 
 

Social Events 

Following the success of the Cocktail Party, the Board discussed the opportunity to provide 
more social activities for members as well as bowls.  

There will be a jazz concert held at the club on 19th August commencing at 6.30 and a light 
meal will be provided as well as the opportunity to dance. 

Another Crazy Whist night is also being investigated for later in the year as well as an 
occasional sausage sizzle following bowls. The first of these will be held on a Wednesday 
night in June.  

MWBC 

The Womens’ Committee has recommended to the Board that the Committee be dissolved. 
Club and District competitions will be maintained but we will now be one unified club. 
Bowls NSW has enthusiastically endorsed the proposal and the motion will be put to the 
MWBC AGM in July. 

The MBC Constitution will then be revised with a view to finalising the dissolution at the 
MBC AGM in September. 

Last month Sally Tidswell, granddaughter of Thomas Tidswell, was in Sydney from 

Wangaratta finding out about her family’s Sydney years.  

Thomas lived for many years in Mosman early last century and was very involved with the 

creation of our Club. 

 Thomas was a foundation member of the Mosman Bowling Club 

and was its  Honorary Architect! He designed the original 

clubhouse in 1902 and after 

its destruction by fire he designed the 

current clubhouse in 1916.  

The renovation we recently undertook 

uncovered some of the beautiful timber 

ceiling designed by Thomas,  hidden 

behind a modern false ceiling for many 

years. 

 This is a photo of Sally Tidswell and Julie Hayden, a stalwart of 

MBC, on the veranda - Rhian and Julie showed Sally and her 

companions through the club. An important chapter to add to our 

Club's history. 

  

 

 



 
 

 

Need help with your grip? 

Delivery need an overhaul? 

Can't get the length right? 

 

The coaches are available for all members who would like to "tweak" a 
particular area of their game.  Or maybe you'd just like a general revision 
session. 

Run by our qualified coaching team, the programme will be held on 
Tuesdays from 10:30 to 11:30am.  You and your coach will be able to work 
on the area of your game that you feel needs some help. 

Simply add your name to the Fix My Game form on the noticeboard near the 
bowls polisher by 12pm Friday with a contact number or email address and 
what you would like to work on and one of our coaches will contact you. 

 MBC Coaching Team 

 

Online coaching courses can 
now be booked with 
BowlsNSW. 
 

Further details can be obtained 
from Paul Ward-Harvey (Club 
Secretary) or from Robyn 
Novakovic (Coaching 
Coordinator).” 
 

Cheers, 
Paul. 

2 Joan Shead 

16 Ralph Walker 

17 Franco Carulli 

21 Robyn Novakovic 

23 Brian Spear 

 25 Jenny Hole 
Liz Maclean 

26 Norma Field 

28 Annette Linton 

30  Heather Birkett 
Paul Ward-Harvey 



 

 

      
 

 

 

 

One warm July night a cute baby opened his eyes and embarked on the exciting journey of his 
life.   I grew up in a loving family with two parents always present to offer the best they could. My 
mother was a kind and very dynamic woman, and my father was a Greek police officer with the 
heart of a small child. I was lucky enough to have an older sister who is always by my side to 

cover all my needs. 

I passed my childhood and teenage years beautifully in a suburb of Athens, Greece. There I 
finished elementary school and my basic education. I studied French at a public school and 
English in a private college. From a young age I loved sports very much and I was involved in 
several of them. I played basketball successfully for several years but my favourite was soccer. I 
was introduced to the field of martial arts and played taekwondo for a long time. I was taught the 
5 tenets ( Honesty-Integrity-Respect-Perseverance-Indomitable Spirit) that I always follow in my 
life.  I was very lucky to live in a neighbourhood full of kids and made a lot of friends. I still recall 

our rides with our bikes and various games. 

After finishing high school, I decided to serve in the army, 
and it was my honor to be selected as an “Evzonas’ in the 
Presidential Guard. It is a ceremonial infantry unit that 
guards the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in front of the 
Parliament and the Presidential Mansion in Athens, 
Greece.              It was one of the most exciting 
experiences of my life, because I met very important 
personalities up close, and my photos are in every corner 

of the word. From USA to Australia. 

Then I took drawing lessons and opened my own graphic 
arts studio. I was more involved with the publishing of 
autographs and album covers of famous singers. I still 
have a deep friendship with most of them. This was 
followed by dealing with computers. I successfully 
graduated from a computer school and started working in 

a tech retail company in Greece. 

But my adventurous spirit  did not fit in my beautiful  homeland. I started traveling to other 
countries and learning about their life and culture. I lived for a year in Brussels, Belgium and I 

worked in a computers company. I was impressed of the food, the system and the quality of life. 

At that time, I was offered a job in Miami, USA for a school of Medicine and of course I accepted.       
I moved there and I lived for two years in Florida. We used to travel all over USA and making 
presentations at famous hotels for new students. I really enjoy my life there and I made a lot of 
friends. I had a beautiful apartment in the 42 floors with an amazing view of the city and the 

famous  Miami  beach.     Then  the  owners of  the  school  decided  to  open  a  new  one  in the  



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caribbean Island of Saint Vicent and the Grenadines We needed to move there for months to 
organise everything.  We stayed in the Young Island resort in cottages with amazing water view. 
The island belonged to the Governor-General Sir Frederic Ballantyne who later became my close 
friend. I thought I was living in paradise. The only problems were the humidity and the mosquitos. 

The school opened successfully and a lot of students have graduated and became MD doctors. 

Because all the good things come to an end, during my holiday trip to Athens I realised that both 
of my parents had very serious health issues and I decided to stay in Athens with them and help 
as mush as I could. I found a job at the Greek treasury and I had a new begging. I am very proud 
of what I achieved, of course with a help of my sister. The doctor’s prognosis especially for my 
mother was bad, however due to my return home and her strong will, she survived another four 
years. Tragically both of my parents passed away in 2010, within 45 days.  They were so much 

in love till the end. 

 Not long after the financial crisis in Greece in 2013 I decided to open a new chapter in my life 
and come to visit my relatives in Sydney, Australia.  I was lucky enough to move to Mosman, and 
start working as a home carer.          I really love my job, is so rewarding to help people to 
improve their lives. I became an Australia citizen ‘Aussie’ on 23rd July 2020. I appreciate the 
lifestyle, the climate and the way of life here.        Of course, I like to travel as soon as I can. I am 

joying to play tennis, going to the park with my 2 Labradors and long walks to Balmoral beach. 

The other joy of my life is to play lawn bowls. I am a member of MBC the last 9 years and I trying 
to help as a coach as well. I am enjoying every moment on the green and I have made a lot of 

friends. I loved our trips with the club and spend time together. 

In terms of my most memorable games / win I can remember the final of my first year 2014 with 
the Graded 4s and the last ‘knee shot’ from my mate Ian Fielden against Bruce Atkin’s team. 

Sadly, both of them are no longer with us.  And of course, my 
first flag for the zone 9 2016 midweek challenge D grade 

winner. 

Last year I won the Minor singles and the Consistency singles 
and I am looking forward for many more competitions this 

year. 

For the new bowlers a good advice is ‘low and slow’ and 
practice, practice, practice. Try to  play with good players to 

help you improve your game. 

From day one I felt most welcome. We are so lucky to be 
members of such a friendly multicultural club, with a great 

number of volunteers and the perfect greens.   

Go Mosman  

July Profile:  Helen & Bill Haran 



 

 

 

 

 

As Mosman is becoming one Club we would like all name 
badges to reflect this. 
 
Therefore any lady member with a name badge that says 
Mosman Women’s Bowling Club should email Rhian and she will 
order you a new badge. 

 

The Final of the Mixed Pairs 
Competition was contested between 
Loyce Davis/George Fotis and 
Kandiah & Jeyam Sivaloganathan.  

Played on one of the almost 
forgotten rare days of sun, warmth 
and ever-so-blue skies, the match 
kicked off with both teams making 
small wins on alternate ends. It was 
an absolute pleasure to see 4 draw 
bowlers displaying their skills by 
putting bowls within centimetres of the jack time and time again. 

The game was broken open mid-way through when Loyce and George were 
holding four shots, only to be thwarted by a last bowl from Jeyam which 

travelled through the most impossible gap to take 
shot!  A few ends later the Sivas scored a 5 from 
which their opponents tried valiantly to recover 
(and almost did!!). With their tails up, Siva and 
Jeyam took no prisoners, running away with a 
comfortable 30/13 win. 

Congratulations to Jeyam and Siva on a well-
earned win, and well done Loyce and George on 
making the Final.   

 



Last month around 115 members, partners and some 
special guests enjoyed a lavish Cocktail Party to farewell 
our much-loved Patron and saviour of our Club, Ian 
Renton, and to celebrate the completion of the extensive 
refurbishment of the clubhouse. 

Ian and his wife Bernice are moving back to Gladstone in 
Queensland to spend their retirement years close to their 
family. Ian served for many years on our Board, and in the 
grim years of low membership, it was Ian who used his 
extensive marketing skills to guide the Club back into 
prosperity. He has served as our Patron for 10 years.  

He will be deservedly long-remembered with our level 2 
room being named "The Ian Renton Room". 

We wish Ian and Bernice every happiness, and hope we will see them back at the 
Mosman Bowling Club from time to time. 

The party also marked the completion of the refurbishment of our 100 year-old clubhouse 
which importantly, was done in a way sympathetic to its history. We were honoured to 
have both the Mayor of Mosman, Carolyn Corrigan, and the Federal Member for 
Warringah, Zali Steggall, attend the celebrations. 





Picture caption 



 

 

Madam President, Special Guests, Members and friends. 
 

This bowling club was established 120 years ago as a gentlemen’s 
recreation club. 
 

The initial clubhouse was replaced by this clubhouse in 1916. It has 
undergone numerous refurbishments of various degrees during its 
lifetime….and we are no longer an exclusive gentlemen’s’ club. 
 

A number of years ago, our Board of Directors compiled a lengthy list of 
desired improvements to the clubhouse and premises generally. Many of 
those improvements have now been carried out including the new bar, 
unisex bathroom, ladies powder room and now this room and the upstairs 
annex. 
 

As we all know, the council is now the owner of these premises which are 
heritage listed. The renovations were all conducted for the benefit of 
current and future members and other members of the community, with 
the consent and cooperation of council. 
 

The aim of the refurbishment was to modernise and breathe new life into 
the clubhouse, to make it more welcoming, and to facilitate community 
and social activities…but to retain some of the traditional atmosphere.     
 

It was to become a desirable space. 
 

We now have these surroundings as a result of expert design advice, 
caring builders and a dedicated Board of Directors. 
 

It was an interesting time, as building works commenced 2 weeks before 
the first covid lockdown, but construction continued and concluded as we 
came out of lockdown. Subsequent covid incidents and restrictions 
prevented us from conducting this formal opening but afforded a number 
of our members the opportunity to cleanse and refurbish the upstairs 
room for worthwhile purposes. 
 

So here we are now, celebrating the Club’s 120th Birthday and the formal 
opening of these premises to accommodate us into the future…..and 
recognition of the man who has steered us through the last 20 years…
along with the release of the 20-year update history of our club embracing 
Ian’s involvement. 
 

Thank you. 
 

Paul Ward-Harvey 

Past President 



 

In late May Bruce Bodinnar and his Memberships Committee ran this event 
which was aimed at attracting new members to our Club - current members 
were asked to introduce a friend or relative who they considered would enjoy 
our sport. Whilst we have had open days in the past,  this is the first time this 
process has been used, and In the end it is obvious that it was a great success. 
 

We had 23 guests who were introduced by 14 members - the result was we 
received  11 membership applications! Other participants took application forms 
with them and we can expect a number of these to materialise. 
 

Each applicant will now be contacted by Head Coach Robyn Novakovic to 
schedule individual coaching, and will be allocated a buddy to ensure their 
introduction to our Club is as smooth and welcoming as possible. 
 

Congratulations to Bruce and his team for this outstanding initiative, and thanks 
as always to the many willing volunteers who assisted on the day. 

Dear Mosman BC friends, 

I meant to get down to the Club before I left  but was flat out with the move to Geelong. 

Thanks for making me feel so welcome - it was 
a real treat playing for Mosman and wearing 
the Club colours. All the best for the coming 

Pennant season! 

If you are ever down in Melbourne or Geelong I 
would love to catch up with you over one of my 

beers! 

Take care, 

Dom. 

 

 



 

 

The Royal Australian Navy (RAN) has upheld its traditional Lawn Bowls Competition, played 
now for 18 years. The 2021 & 2022 Competitions took place at the Mosman Bowling Club. 
The Tournament Organiser , LSPTI Toby Miell said "Without a doubt Mosman Bowling Club 
has provided the RAN with one of the best 
facilities, and such an amazing group of 
people who helped facilitate and run the 
event." 
 
The event consisted of 8 teams of 4 all 
competing for the "Shakey Lake Trophy", 
and the sun was shining down for the 
Grande Finale. The teams known as The 
Wet Chooks and The Landscapers battled it 
in a very close Final, the eventual winners 
The Wet Chooks who took the Trophy home 
to HMAS Waterhen. Commander Michael 
Miller (Commanding Officer of HMAS 
Waterhen) gave a wonderful presentation 
brief, congratulating the teams who 
competed and thanking the wonderful people 
at Mosman BC for again running a great event for the Royal Australian Navy. 
 
We are looking forward to hosting the next tournament  in May 2023. 

 



Uniform! If you haven’t registered your preference for either 
navy or royal blue for our club uniform the list is still available 

near the bowls machine. As we progress and need to make 

recommendations the list will remain in place until the end of 

June so please make sure you have your say! 

 

Jazz Band Trenella will be playing at the club on August 19th, 

commencing at 6.30. Make sure the date is in your diary! 

further details coming soon. 

 

Perhaps you could pretty both up with a picture or two. 

 

Many thanks, Jenny 

With a wet winter forecast, it seems we 
may have more washed out days than 
normal. So on Wednesdays and Saturdays 
when wet weather causes bowls to be 
cancelled, members may still enjoy our 
traditional scones, jam & cream, tea or 
coffee and the company of others. And 
for those preferring something a little 
stronger, the Bar will be open for busi-
ness! 
 

When our bowls officers are calling 
around to advise of a cancellation, they 
will ask if you would still like to attend 
the afternoon tea service at 2pm. The 
cost will be the usual $5 per person. 

 

All members are invited to attend the teas, whether listed to 
bowl that day or not. All we ask is that you call the Bowls Office 

 

UNIFORM COLOUR PREFERENCE 



Robyn Novakovic 

There has been quite a bit written about the “Shooter’s Stance” in lawn bowls.  It’s 
called that because it replicates a rifleman’s stance.  It’s said to improve your 
consistency by improving your balance and to help us hit the same point on the 

grass time and time again.  We’d all love that, wouldn’t we? 

The idea is that if you change the position of your feet on the mat to the “Shooter’s 
Stance” instead of the usual stance on the mat of feet parallel, your centre of gravity 
is increased and so your balance is improved.   

In the shooter’s stance we stop aiming with our right foot and turn that foot to a right 
angle so it points perpendicular from our body.  Your left foot then becomes your 
aiming foot.  This can also help prevent issues with your delivery arm crossing your 
body when delivering.  So you’ll be able to hit your marks by keeping everything nice 
and stable and do it consistently.  You’ll be able to lean over towards your delivery 
hand to get your head directly over your bowl so it allows you to deliver your bowl 
directly below your eye line.  Switching between backhand and forehand is easier 

too as it’s the same set-up every time. 

So here’s how it’s done….. 

• Get on the mat with both feet placed together. Make sure your feet point along your delivery line. 

• Move to the Shooter’s Stance position.  For a right handed player, take a short step (30cm/12 
inches) along your delivery line with your left foot.  Rotate your right (or your fixed foot) about 45 
degrees so you’re in the Shooter’s stance.  Consider the weight required for the shot. 

• Go down to deliver.  Bend your knees to a comfortable level to deliver without dumping the bowl.  
Your bowling arm will be closer to your body and lower to the green helping you to avoid 
“dumping” by separating the two movements – going down and going forward. 

• Deliver using a very short step with your front foot (30cm/12 inches).  Don’t forget to help balance 
by keeping your non-delivery hand on your knee and stay down after releasing the bowl.   

With the jack delivery, it’s a good idea to start to the left of the mat’s centre line (for a right handed 
player) so you’re delivering straight down the centre line of the rink.  In the Shooter’s Stance you can 
start with your feet off the mat and as you’re ready to deliver, move your “stability” foot onto the mat 
and turn it to a 45 degree angle and deliver the jack. 

Those of us with knee and hip problems could find ourselves able to get that little bit lower in our 
delivery with this stance.  It’s not for everyone but perhaps worth a try in one of your roll ups if you find 
you’re having trouble with balance, weight control or aiming line. 

Good bowling, everyone! 

 



MOSMAN BOWLING CLUB 

Bowls:  9969 4211 Email:  mosmanbowlingclub@bigpond.com 


